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MANAGE 
COLLATERAL, 
MINIMIZE 
COMPLEXITY

BROAD PRODUCT COVERAGE

If you can price a product on the Bloomberg Terminal®, 
you can manage its associated collateral. With product 
coverage across multiple asset classes, including equities, 
fixed income, commodities and FX, MARS Collateral covers 
the vast majority of derivatives.

POWERFUL ANALYTICS

Leveraging the power of Bloomberg market data,  
front-office pricing calculators and communication tools, 
MARS Collateral contains an extensive suite of metrics 
including configurable IB, collateral risk and an in-system 
reconciliation tool.

The wave of reform that followed the 2008 financial crisis has placed increased emphasis on collateral and highlighted  
the vitally important role it plays in the market. The amount of collateral required has increased significantly, as has the 
range of products and market participants covered. The Bloomberg Professional® service gives you a powerful tool to 
manage these constantly evolving changes and to mitigate counterparty credit risk. MARS Collateral Management is an 
automated, end-to-end solution that delivers everything you need to manage and monitor exposures and positions  
and take control in a changing regulatory landscape.

VALUATIONS
- Snapshots
- Report Scheduler 
- Automated Delivery

FRONT OFFICE  
RISK
-  Intraday Position 

Monitoring 
-  Real-Time Valuation 

& Risk  
-   Scenario, What-if  

Analysis & Stress 
Testing  

-  Life Cycle  
Management 

-  Report Scheduling 
& Document 
Generation

MARKET RISK
- Full Revaluation VaR
 -  Greeks, Scenario 

Analysis and 
Stress Testing 

-  Regulatory 
Reporting

- Enterprise Data

COUNTERPARTY
RISK
- CVA
 - PFE
 - Greeks
 - What-if Analysis
 -  Portfolio Margin 

Calculations

COLLATERAL
MANAGEMENT
-  Legal Documentation 
Management 

-  Margin Workflow 
(IM and VM)

 -  Automated 
Messaging

 -  In-System 
Reconciliation

- SIMM

PRICING LIBRARY

- Contract Creation      - Robust Models      - Pricing      - Life Cycle      - Document Generation      - API & Services Delivery

DATA

- Intraday      - Snapshots



 NAVIGATE  
A CHANGING 
 INDUSTRY

POST-CRISIS CHALLENGES

The transition has been accompanied by sizeable  
challenges, with firms required to address new questions 
over where their collateral is held, how it can be optimized, 
what action to take when they do not have eligible collateral 

immediately to hand and how to independently calculate 
their derivative and collateral valuations using market-
standard pricing models. Bloomberg’s MARS Collateral 
Management solution directly addresses these issues. 

Posting high-quality assets such as cash and bonds as collateral against derivatives exposures is a long-standing 
credit mitigation technique used by most sell-side and larger buy-side firms. In the lightly-regulated derivatives 
space, collateral management was carried out in silos as a back-office function. Since the introduction of  
regulation designed to increase transparency and reduce systemic risk in the financial industry, firms have begun 
to consolidate their operations with the aim of managing their collateral process more holistically and efficiently.

CHALLENGE BLOOMBERG SOLUTION

Technology BCOL <GO> has a built-in  
reconciliation tool, RSTN <GO>, 
that allows users to perform a 
proactive portfolio reconciliation 
to prevent or solve disputes as 
well as for regulatory purposes.

Calculates, aggregates and  
displays margin calls across  
products and legal entities.

Volume Total outstanding collateral  
in the market is expected  
to dramatically increase.

Segregates collateral positions by 
agreement in distinct portfolios to 
ensure accurate record keeping.

Frequency The number of margin  
calls is expected to  
significantly increase.

Enables you to:
-  Manage collateral  

agreement details
-  Define the frequency  

and timing of margin calls
-  Monitor all margin events
-  Automatically send and receive  

margin calls via an electronically 
generated message

Tracking Firms must have a holistic 
view into their inventory to 
ensure proper allocation and 
optimization of collateral.

Allows you to track your exposures, 
collateral positions and agreement 
terms in real-time. If a counterparty 
defaults, you know exactly how much 
collateral you hold for recovery.
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ACCESS
 POWERFUL
 FUNCTIONALITY
MARS Collateral Management is a multi-product, multi-asset collateral management and straight-through processing 
hub, incorporating powerful tools such as Bloomberg RecStation, RSTN <GO>, for portfolio reconciliation, Bloomberg 
data for risk analytics and AcadiaSoft technology for electronic messaging. All these tools are fully integrated into the 
Bloomberg Professional service and its wider suite of risk management solutions.

COMPONENT FUNCTIONALITY

Legal Entity and Documentation 
Manager LEDO <GO>

-  LEDO allows users to enter and monitor  
terms and conditions of their legal collateral  
agreements (e.g. CSAs)

Exposure Management 
BCOL <GO>

-  Independent valuations for both initial and  
variation margin (regulatory compliant)

- Netting set creation
- Bloomberg reference data to value collateral

Margin and Dispute  
Management

- Margin call management
- Eligibility and sufficiency monitoring
- Dispute management 

Portfolio Reconciliations - Proactive portfolio reconciliations

Electronic Messaging -  Automated communication of margin  
calls via AcadiaSoft or email (MSG)

LEGAL ENTITY MANAGEMENT 

LEGAL ENTITY DETAILS   
Manage your legal entities on 
LEDO using up-to-date entity  
information such as LEI, legal 
name, industry and credit rating.
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LEGAL DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT 

MARGIN CALL MANAGEMENT

COLLATERAL  
AGREEMENT DETAILS 
LEDO stores all terms relevant  
to margin management – valuation  
and timings; thresholds and  
regulatory compliant independent 
amounts/initial margins; eligibility 
criteria and interest terms; 
product coverage.

COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT 
WORKFLOW 
Use BCOL to manage your 
day-to-day margin call process, 
including sending margin calls, 
booking collateral, managing 
disputes and interest payments.
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TRADE MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
BCOL provides direct links to 
trading systems, which allows  
you to access details of specific 
collateralized trades without  
having to open a new screen.

SEAMLESS MESSAGING 
Connect to counterparties and 
internal colleagues through 
BCOL, using MSG, IB, FTP and 
automated margin messaging.
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PORTFOLIO RECONCILIATION 

PORTFOLIO 
RECONCILIATION
Integrated portfolio 
reconciliation tool that allows  
the user to quickly  identify  
and manage any discrepancies 
between the user’s and their 
counterparty’s portfolios.

IDENTIFY & COMMUNICATE MISMATCHES

IDENTIFY & COMMUNICATE 
MISMATCHES 
Communicate reconciliation 
results with counterparties  
and internal colleagues using  
the built-in IB messaging tool.
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CONNECT  
TO A HOLISTIC 
SOLUTION
MARS Collateral is built on Bloomberg’s Multi-Asset Risk System risk engine, providing a truly holistic, one-stop solution  
for collateral management. MARS consolidates positions from individual securities pricers, such as SWPM, OVME, OVML, 
CDSW and DLIB, into easy-to-manage portfolios. The MARS pricing engine calculates the valuations on these positions, 
enabling users to run many different types of risk calculations and analytics. 

Valuations are fed to MARS Collateral at a portfolio level and then run through a comprehensive margin calculation 
process, netting valuations and collateral positions at the collateral agreement level. Users are provided with an event  
workflow to easily send and receive margin calls, track disputes, settle interest and reconcile their positions with 
counterparties. The entire, end-to-end process takes place on the Bloomberg Terminal — eliminating the need  
to log-in to and manage several disparate applications.

MARS COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT  
CONNECTS YOU TO:

Real-Time Data
-  Derivative and collateral positions are valued  

with accurate and up-to-date data

-  All exposures and positions are calculated using 
market-leading Bloomberg data, avoiding the  
need to buy-in and integrate external resources

Your Documentation
-  Collateral documentation is captured field-by-field  
to ensure accurate calculation of margin calls

-  LEDO <GO> holds collateral eligibility criteria and 
haircut schedules, thresholds, minimum transfer 
amounts and initial margin requirements

The Market
-  Auto-filled Bloomberg legal entity information and 

agency credit ratings in LEDO <GO> help provide  
real-time mitigation of credit risk

-  Gain direct access to the latest market data,  
company news CN <GO> and trading systems  
(e.g. Swap Manager, SWPM <GO>)

The Financial Community
-  Communicate with internal colleagues and  

external counterparties via Bloomberg’s chat  
and email tools, IB and MSG

-  Easily add trade information to an IB chat and  
send it to internal or external parties, the so-called  
‘Security Pill’ feature
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BLOOMBERG VALUATIONS

BLOOMBERG COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT

ELECTRONIC MESSAGING

OTC Derivatives

Margin  
Management

CUSTODIAN/CSD

Legal Document Manager

Margin Calculator

Collateral Positions

Cleared Swaps

Collateral  
Optimization

TBA

Full Asset  
Inventory

RECONCILIATION

Repo

Risk Analytics

Listed Derivatives

Reporting

COUNTERPARTY

CONNECT TO A HOLISTIC SOLUTION
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ABOUT THE BLOOMBERG  
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

The founding vision in 1981 was to create an information 
services, news and media company that provides  
business and financial professionals with the tools and 
data they need on a single, all-inclusive platform. The 
success of Bloomberg is due to the constant innovation 
of our products, unrivalled dedication to customer service 
and the unique way in which we constantly adapt to an 
ever-changing marketplace.  

The Bloomberg Professional service is a powerful and  
flexible tool for financial professionals — whatever their 
needs — in cash and derivatives markets as diverse  
as equities, currencies, commodities, money markets,  
government and municipal securities, mortgages,  
indices, insurance and legal information. The Bloomberg  
Professional service seamlessly integrates the very best  
in real-time data, news and analytics.

In addition, Bloomberg users benefit from on-demand  
multimedia content, extensive electronic trading capabilities 
and a superior communications platform. Bloomberg  
customers include influential decision makers in finance, 
business and government. Business and financial  
professionals recognize the Bloomberg Professional  
service as the definitive tool for achieving their goals  
because it offers unparalleled assistance and functionality  
on a single platform for a single price.

The Multi-Asset Risk System (MARS) provides consistent and consolidated 
valuation, product lifecycle analysis, market risk, counterparty risk, and  
collateral management. 

MARS is powered by Bloomberg’s world class pricing library, market data, 
and mortgage cash flow engine and enables front-office, risk, and collateral 
professionals to analyze their trading and investment portfolios, mitigate risk,  
and prepare for the unexpected.

Multi-Asset Risk System
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LEARN MORE

To learn more about MARS Collateral Management, or to  
request a demo, please contact your account representative, 
run RISK <GO> on the Bloomberg Terminal, or email  
us at riskinfo@bloomberg.net.

The data included in these materials are for illustrative purposes only. The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service, BLOOMBERG Data and Bloomberg Industries (the “Services”) are owned and distributed by Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
(“BFLP”) in all jurisdictions other than Argentina, Bermuda, China, India, Japan and Korea (the “BLP Countries”). BFLP is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bloomberg L.P. (“BLP”). BLP provides BFLP with global marketing and operational  
support and service for the Services and distributes the Services either directly or through a non-BFLP subsidiary in the BLP Countries. Certain functionalities distributed via the Services are available only to sophisticated institutional  
investors and only where the necessary legal clearance has been obtained. BFLP, BLP and their affiliates do not guarantee the accuracy of prices or information in the Services. Nothing in the Services shall constitute or be construed as  
an offering of financial instruments by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates, or as investment advice or recommendations by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates of an investment strategy or whether or not to “buy”, “sell” or “hold” an investment. Information 
available via the Services should not be considered as information sufficient upon which to base an investment decision. BLOOMBERG, BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL, BLOOMBERG MARKETS, BLOOMBERG NEWS,  
BLOOMBERG ANYWHERE, BLOOMBERG TRADEBOOK, BLOOMBERG TELEVISION, BLOOMBERG RADIO, BLOOMBERG PRESS and BLOOMBERG.COM are trademarks and service marks of BFLP, a Delaware limited 
partnership, or its subsidiaries.  ©2017 Bloomberg Finance L.P. All rights reserved. S752858879 DIG 0117
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